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David M.Gaskill
Vice President, Research & Development
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ABSTRACT

This paper will examine real-time ethernet capabilities in general  and will describe in
detail a practical implementation of an Ethernet interface that allows commands and
data to be sent to a thermal array recorder using a standard TCP/IP, Novell, or similar
interface. This interface allows two types of data transmission. First, real-time data
may be sent at low rates for slow speed monitoring or, second, high speed packets
may be sent for storage in local FIFO memory. A header containing sample rate
information allows the recorder to reconstruct the data on paper smoothly so that it has
the appearance of real-time recording but is slightly delayed. In addition, normal host
control commands may be interleaved with data for a complete high speed digital data
system.
 

INTRODUCTION

Ethernet interfaces form the backbone of most workstation groups both in Telemetry
and in general purpose computing and many users have expressed interest in adding
recorders to their networks. High data rates and flexible addressability seem to make
the idea of an Ethernet based recorder irresistable. There is, however, one problem;
Ethernet is not very adaptable to real-time transfer except at very low rates because
the timing relationship between host and target is indeterminate and varies with bus
traffic. Although Ethernet protocol limits the data packet size to about 1500 bytes to
minimize delays, a busy network with many simultaneous users can present a
substantial wait for an individual network member since there is no central arbitration
and access is determined partly by chance.

DISCUSSION

There are several ways to transfer data which approximate traditional real-time
recording. Before describing specific examples, let's look at the data structure
common to all. First, a normal thermal array recorder requires a 12 bit data word and a



channel assignment tag. In the simplest form, this could be fit into two bytes with bits
0-11 as data and bits 12-15 as channel address. In practice, however, this would be
very limiting for network use since only sixteen channels could be addressed. A three
byte word is much better since a full byte can be devoted to a channel tag allowing
256 channels per recorder group. Each recorder can then be set up  locally to
recognize up to 16 channels from the complete channel list.

 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0   7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
 ___________ _________________________   ________________

  not used            data                     tag

In addition, a byte to indicate the end of an update line is recommended so that fewer
than the maximum number of channels can be sent. This allows the user to update
different channels at different rates as well as providing display flexibility. 

The first method of transfer is to send packets (IEEE 802.3 frames) of data to the
recorder to be printed point for point. The data is printed when received and the paper
is advanced for each print cycle. The problem with this method is that the print density
of the recorder determines the time base of the chart recording. The only way the user
can expand the time base is by sending duplicate data points. 

The second method also involves sending individual update packets to be printed as
received but on constantly moving chart paper. This has the great advantage of
allowing full control of time base expansion. The user selects a chart speed that is
appropriate to the signal bandwidth and starts sending data. If the data rate is not too
fast nor the bus too busy, true real-time recording is possible. In a pracitcal
application, say eight channels updated at 40Hz per channel, the bus induced delays
will usually be less than the print   period, assuming a slow trending paper speed. The
problem with this method appears when the paper speed and update speeds are
increased. There are really two separate problems but they are related. First, if the
paper speed is increased without a corresponding data rate increase, the recorder will
print new points without new data since the printing rate of the recorder is fixed to the
paper speed. This produces flat spots in the record since the old data will continue to
be printed until updated. If the data rate is increased, eventually bus delays will cause
uneven periods between points producing time base distortion on the chart. In practice
both flat spots and distortions are likely to appear together at speeds above 10mm/sec
or so. In order to eliminate the problems described in the above methods, we propose a
method that allows updates of up to 1 kHz per channel without any time base
distortion.



DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED INTERFACE

This interface can operate in two different modes. For true real-time recording, data
can be sent as described above. Each Ethernet frame would contain one update line
only and would be printed as received or at a predetermined rate selected by the user.
If printed as received, there will still be the possibility of some distortion but at
normal trending speeds of around 5 mm/sec, the appearance of the recording should be
acceptable. An improvement that allows faster paper speeds is also supported. In this
variation, the user specifies the desired paper speed and the expected data rate. As
long as the actual average data rate is at least as fast as the expected data rate, the
recorder can maintain the appearance of real-time although with a slight time delay.
The delay is caused by the fact that a small buffer must be filled before printing is
initiated. The buffer allows the recorder to take data out at a fixed rate (the expected
data rate) even though the data rate coming in may vary. The size of the buffer
determines how big the delay is and how tolerant the system will be to network
delays. If the buffer is large, substantial gaps in the data stream can be averaged over
many samples but the real-time delay will be large as well. If the buffer is small, the
printing will be almost immediate but there may not be enough samples to ride out a
gap in the incoming data stream.

The second mode allows full use of the 1 kHz per channel bandwidth and very high
chart speeds. The difference from the previous method is that the data is sent over in
bursts instead of in individual update lines. For example, with three data bytes per
channel and eight channels, a 1500 byte ethernet frame can hold about sixty updates.
This means that a frame has to be sent once every sixty milliseconds for a 1 kHz
nominal update rate; not a problem for most networks. For even more buffering, up to
13 frames can be stored locally for a total of 780 update lines. Making the most of this
method requires that the host have data in a buffer as well so that this is well suited to
post mission analysis. In any case, all the above methods are supported in the same
protocol and by varying the number of update lines in a frame, the user can select the
best compromise between buffer size and delay on the one hand, and speed and
robustness on trhe other.

Another benefit of this interface is the ability to interleave commands with data to
control recorder operations such as speed, event marks, grids, etc. This is done by
assigning some of the potential channel addresses to be command addresses instead.
Whenever the recorder recognizes one of these addresses, it accepts the next two bytes
as commands.



DESCRIPTION OF COMMANDS

The structure of the three byte data format was described in the beginning of the
discussion. The third byte can be used as either a channel address or a command
address by local front panel selection at the recorder. Four addresses can be allocated
for commands. The data bits have the following command definitions:

       DATA BITS                COMMAND

11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0    

 0  0 0 0 1 x x x x x 0 x      flush data buffer

 0  0 0 0 1 x x x x x 1 x      group end

 0  0 0 0 0 x x x x x 0 x      system event low

 0  0 0 0 0 x x x x x 1 x      system event high  

 0  0 0 0 1 x x x x x 1 x      trigger

 0  0 0 0 c c c c c c c c      recorder command

 0  0 0 0 c c c c c c c c      sample rate

      x= don't care
      c= data 

If bit 11 is high (1) then bits 1-8 command event marker actuation. Event markers are
selected by a matrix consisting of four channel groups and four data bit pairs. This
allows four events, each with four possible states, to be sent with a single data word.
Bits 1-8 are grouped into data bit pairs and the command addresses denote channel
groups. For example, if addresses 32-35 are allocated for commands, then 32 would be
event group 0, 33 would be event group 1, and so on. Refer to the following table for
clarification.



DATA
BIT
PAIRS

MEANS
EVENT
MARKER:

00 DISABLED
01 LO
10 HI
11 GLITCH

               EVENT MARKER TABLE

EVENT EVENT channels are
CHANNEL controlled by these DATA 
GROUP BIT PAIRS

COMMAND DEFINITIONS

Flush data buffer-  Clears buffer; recommended on start-up or after error.

Group end-   Must be sent at the end of each logical group of data. This  defines the
channels that are to be updated at each print cycle. This command also allows a
different number of channels to be sent for each update so that some channels can be
sampled faster than others. The built-in line drawing routine ensures that all channels
are drawn continuously. 

System event low-   Sets system event low.

System event high-   Sets system event high.

Trigger-   Activates system trigger.

Begin Host Control Mode-   Immediately following this command, all bytes are
passed through to the recorder as Host Control bytes. This allows any standard
recorder command  normally available through Host Control. This continues until a
hexadecimal 4 followed by a linefeed is received. Then the DWP-2 switches back to
the data sequence. The DWP-2 will not respond to queries at this time. 

Group Sample Period-  The logical data groups will be updated at a rate specified by
the user through this command. The minimum period is 1ms (1kHz). The Group
Sample Rate data consists of 8 bits which are defined as  RXXX XXX  where:

If R=0 , XXX XXXX (0-127) = (X+1) ms  (1ms to 128ms)
If R=1 , XXX XXXX (0-127) = 4(2X+1)ms  (4ms to 1020ms)

 



Bytes are sent to the port in the sequence of: Address, high byte, low byte. When the
recorder is first used or after an error, the user can synchronize the port by sending six
bytes of FF (256 decimal). This will put the port into the Host Control Mode which
would normally used to set the command and data tags through the DTAG command.
The user can then exit with hexidecimal 4 followed by a linefeed.

HARDWARE DESCRIPTION

The physical interface (DWP2 option) consists of an IEEE-1284 bidirectional parallel
port and an Ethernet print server. The parallel port board plugs into the MT95K2
backplane and the print server attaches to the parallel port connector. Network
connection can be either thinwire or 10-Base-T.

CONCLUSION

The growing availability of ethernet in telemetry stations makes it important that chart
recorders should be able to support, or be upgraded to support, operation on the local
network. The DWP2 interface described here allows a wide variety of data
transmission methods and can be installed in existing as well as new MT95K2
recorders.


